
Steps to 

Listen to music 
Listen to your favourite songs in
English while reading the lyrics. You
can even try to sing along, it's a
fantastic way to improve your
pronunciation!

Watch series
Whether it's on Netflix, HBO or Prime, there
are plenty of platforms which allow you to
watch series in English. We recommend you
to turn the subtitles on either in Spanish or
English if you have a good level. 

Use apps
Many apps help you to learn languages
for free or even to get in touch with
native speakers who can give you a
hand with your writing or speaking
skills. 

Follow IG accounts
A very quick and easy way to learn
new vocabulary or grammar every
day. Just grab your phone and
swipe through the stories of some
of our recommended accounts.

Read books
If you'd rather unplug from technologies
during the summer holidays, there are
really good books whose stories will
keep you on the edge of your seat. 

Watch Youtube
Watch Youtube videos with subtitles in
English as well. This is a good option if
you can't grasp what is being said. 

IMPROVE YOUR
ENGLISH 
over the summer

School year is over and we'd like to give you some
tips to keep your English alive or improve your

level during the holidays



Peaky Blinders - on Netflix

Thomas Shelby and his brothers return to
Birmingham after serving in the British Army
during WWI. Shelby and the Peaky Blinders,
the gang he is leader of, control the city of
Birmingham But as Shelby's ambitions extend
beyond Birmingham, he plans to build on the
business empire he's created, and stop
anyone who gets in his way.
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Friends - on HBO Max

Friends is a 90's Comedy TV show, based in
Manhattan, about 6 friends who go through
just about every life experience imaginable
together; love, marriage, divorce, children,
heartbreaks, fights, new jobs and job losses
and all sorts of drama.

The Big Bang Theory - HBO Max

The Big Bang Theory is a comedy about
brilliant physicists, Leonard and Sheldon, who
are the kind of "beautiful minds" that
understand how the universe works. But none
of that genius helps them interact with people,
especially women. All this begins to change
when a free-spirited beauty named Penny
moves in next door.

Atypical - on Netflix

Sam, an 18-year-old on the autism spectrum,
decides it's time to find a girlfriend, which sets
Sam's mom on her own life-changing path as
her son seeks more independence. "Atypical"
is a coming-of-age story that follows Sam, an
18-year-old on the autistic spectrum, as he
searches for love and independence..

Stranger Things - on Netflix

After the mysterious and sudden vanishing of
a young boy, the people of a small town begin
to uncover secrets of a government lab,
portals to another world and sinister
monsters. The boy's mother (Joyce)
desperately tries to find him, convinced he is in
grave danger, while the police chief searches
for answers.



Modern Family - on Disney+

Modern Family revolves around three different
types of families (nuclear, blended, and same-
sex) living in the Los Angeles area, who are
interrelated through Jay Pritchett and his
children, daughter Claire and son Mitchell.
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Bridgerton - on Netflix

Set against the backdrop of the Regency era,
the eight close-knit siblings of the powerful
and wealthy Bridgerton family – Anthony,
Benedict, Colin, Daphne, Eloise, Francesca,
Gregory and Hyacinth – navigate London high
society in search of love and happiness,
surrounded by friends and rivals alike.

Outer Banks - on Netflix

The show follows a group of Pogue teenagers
who live at The Cut, and are determined to find
out what happened to the missing father of
the group's ringleader, John B. Along the way,
they discover a legendary treasure that is tied
to John B's father.

Prison Break - on Disney+

Due to a political conspiracy, an innocent man
is sent to death row and his only hope is his
brother, who makes it his mission to
deliberately get himself sent to the same
prison in order to break the both of them out,
from the inside.

Heartstopper - on Netflix

Based on the graphic novels of the same name
by series creator Alice Oseman, Heartstopper
follows high school sweetie Charlie, who
develops a crush on jock classmate Nick. The
series always chooses heart-stopping romance
over trauma, a welcome tone for teen coming-
out stories.



OUR TOP 5AppsApps

InstagramInstagram

accountsaccounts
@englii_insta

Shorts videos with B1 and B2 vocabulary,
pronunciation tips and grammar hints

@english_with_gemma
Common mistakes, idioms, phrasal
verbs, false friends and much more.

@quickenglishfluency
Charts with vocabulary, grammar
schemes and vocabulary videos

@learn_and_speak

@pronunciationwithemma

Idioms, vocabulary, easily confused
words, etc

Pronunciation rules and differences
between British and American English

Beelingu
An app designed to tell a story in two
different languages side by side. The
karaoke-style text will help you listen
and read-along at the same time.

Duolinguo
Duolingo is the fun, free app for learning 35+
languages through quick, bite-sized lessons.
Practice speaking, reading, listening, and writing
to build your vocabulary and grammar skills.

Grammarly
An app to improve your writing skills. Not
only does it check for mistakes, but it
also gives an explanation of your error
so you won’t make the same error again. 

Quiz your English
It’s designed by Cambridge Assessment
English and there are levels which are
specifically for the Cambridge B2 First and
IELTS. Excellent to prepare for exams.

HelloTalk
Don’t have a suitable speaking partner?
HelloTalk is a free app which connects you
with over 15 million members. That means
you’ll definitely find a native speaker to
teach you English. 

https://www.instagram.com/englii_insta
https://www.instagram.com/english_with_gemma/
https://www.instagram.com/quickenglishfluency/
https://www.instagram.com/learn_and_speak/
https://www.instagram.com/pronunciationwithemma/
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/
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Youtube channelsYoutube channels

WebsitesWebsites

Wonder
Harry Potter
The Summer I Turned
Pretty
The Inheritance Games
A Good Girl's Guide to
Murder

https://www.youtube.com/c/EnglishwithLucy?app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/c/LearnEnglishWithTVSeries
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsT0YIqwnpJCM-mx7-gSA4Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCywGsTdh_qqZUYmA2Gro2CA
https://www.youtube.com/c/AmigosIngleses
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/
https://wonderthebook.com/books/wonder#:~:text=Starting%205th%20grade%20at%20Beecher,%2C%20her%20boyfriend%2C%20and%20others.
https://wikisummaries.org/harry-potter/
https://seriesousbookreviews.com/2022/02/09/inheritance-games-jennifer-lynn-barnes/#:~:text=Synopsis%20for%20The%20Inheritance%20Games%20(from%20Goodreads)%3A&text=Avery%20Grambs%20has%20a%20plan,Avery%20virtually%20his%20entire%20fortune.
https://www.liamreads.co.uk/post/book-review-a-good-girls-guide-to-murder#:~:text=A%20Good%20Girl's%20Guide%20to%20Murder%20is%20a%20teen%20crime,Sal%20Singh%20was%20the%20killer.
https://www.cristinacabal.com/
http://www.isabelperez.com/
https://es.lyricstraining.com/

